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STRUCTURE, ACTION, AND OUTCOMES:
THE DYNAMICS OF POWER IN SOCIAL EXCHANGE*
LINDA D. MOLM
Universityof Arizona
Two levels of power - the structure of power in exchange networks, and the strategic
use of power resources by actors - affect the frequency and distribution of exchange
outcomes. Theories of power and exchange suggest alternative hypotheses about how
structural power and strategic action are related to each other and to outcomes. These
are tested with data from a series of experiments in which power relations are based on
control over rewards and punishments. Both structural power and its strategic use have
substantial effects on exchange outcomes, but structure and action are related only
weakly to each other. Their relative effects on exchange outcomes vary with the base of
power. Structural power has stronger effects on reward exchange, and strategic action
on punishmentexchange. The asymmetryof reward exchange in the relation, the traditional
measure of power use in powerldependence theory, is affected by both.

Social scientistshave conceptualizedpower turalrelationsof dependencein exchange netin various ways: as a structuralpotential
(Bierstedt1950; Wrong 1968; Emerson 1962),
as a process of behavioralor tactical influence
(Rubin and Brown 1975; Michener and Suchner 1972; Tedeschi and Bonoma 1972), and as
the successfuloutcomeof influence(Dahl 1957;
Mayhew, Gray, and Richardson 1969; Simon
1957). I arguethata completeanalysisof power
mustincludeall threefacets. Understandingthe
relationsamongthemrequiresintegratingconcepts at "micro"and"macro"levels of analysis
(Alexander 1987; Munch and Smelser 1987).
The "macro"level of power is the structureof
control that provides the opportunities and
constraintswithin which the "micro"level of
power, the strategicbehavior of actors, operates. Together, structureand action produce
outcomes of consequence for actors and relationships.
I investigatehow structureand action affect
the amount and distribution of exchange in
power/dependencerelations.Previousresearch
on power and exchange has studied only the
relations between power structure(the struc-

works) and power outcomes (the resultingdistributionof exchangeamongactors)(e.g., Cook
and Emerson 1978; Cook, Emerson,Gillmore,
and Yamagishi 1983; Molm 1981). As Turner
(1988) notes, theories of social exchange say
little about the actual process of interaction.
Theoriesof bargainingpower,on theotherhand,
have tended to ignore structureand examine
only the relationsbetween strategiesor tactics
of influence(threats,promises,concessions,and
so forth)and power outcomes. (See Bacharach
and Lawler 1981, and Lawler and Bacharach
1987 for an exception.) None of these analyses
conceptualizesor measurespower use dynamically, by examininghow actorsuse theirpower
resources selectively and contingently in response to others' behavior, to influence the
course of the ongoing exchange relation.I investigate the role of these behavioralstrategies
in power relations,using statisticaltechniques
recently developed for analyzing patterns in
interactionsequences (Gottman 1980; Allison
and Liker 1982).
Theory andresearchon power and exchange
thatstructureandactionmay be related
suggest
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power may affect exchange outcomes directly,
regardless of interaction strategies (Emerson
1972; Cook and Emerson 1978); structural
powermay affectexchangeoutcomesindirectly,
throughits effect on action (e.g., Thibautand
Kelley 1959); and interaction strategies may
affect exchange outcomes independently of
structuralpower (Bacharachand Lawlei 1981;
Markovsky 1987). These causal relations are
tested with data from a series of experiments
on power in exchange relations imbedded in
largernetworks.The experimentssystematically
manipulatethreedimensionsof structuralpower
the source or base of power (control over
rewards or punishments), the asymmetry or
imbalance of power, and the total strengthor
magnitudeof power in the relation- and then
measure correspondingdimensions of power
strategiesand power outcomes.
BASIC CONCEPTSAND CONDITIONS
OF EXCHANGE
The analysis is based on the social exchange
theories originally formulatedby Thibautand
Kelley (1959) and Emerson(1962, 1972), and
subsequentlydevelopedandextendedby Emerson, Cook, and their associates (Cook and
Emerson 1978; Cook et al. 1983) and Molm
(1987, 1989). Since differencesexist withinthis
theoreticalresearchprogram(Cook,Molm, and
Yamagishi, forthcoming), it is important to
specify the basic concepts and conditions of
exchange thatI assume.
The basic theoreticalunitis the exchange relation between two actors A and B, who
exchange resources with one another.Actors
maybe individualsor collectivities.Eachactor's
resourcesin the exchange relationare items in
that actor's behavioralrepertoirethat produce
consequences of value for the other actor
(Emerson 1972).1The valued consequencesof
A's behaviorfor B may be tangibleobjectssuch
as money or goods, social rewardssuchas status
or approval, or psychological states such as
1

Resources are not defined as objects that are
transferredfrom one actor to another;instead, they
are behaviors that one actor performs to produce
consequencesof value for anotheractor.This definition is consistent with Emerson's (1972) original
conception of resources. These behaviors may impose costs on the actorperformingthem, both in the
form of opportunitycosts and costs attachedto the
behavior per se.
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happiness or self-esteem. The exchange relation provides actors with opportunitiesto exchange resources; relations vary in the frequencywith which these opportunitiesareused
over time and the value and distribution of
exchange.
Because actors provide valued benefits for
one another,they are mutuallydependent.A's
dependenceupon B varies (1) directlywith the
value of the benefit B can provide, and (2) inversely with the availabilityof the benefit to A
fromalternativesources(Emerson1972).These
alternativesare typically other exchange relations, connected to one another in larger exchange networks.Two relationsare connected
if exchangein one relationaffectsthe frequency
or value of exchange in the other. Network
connections arepositive to the degree that exchange in one relation is contingent upon exchange in the other, and negative to the degree
thatexchangein one relationis contingentupon
nonexchangein the other(Emerson1972). Only
negatively connected relations are analyzed
here. Because they involve exchanges in the
same resource domain, negatively connected
relationsprovidealternativeexchangepartners.
For example, in the B-A-C network (where
the A-B andA-C relationsarenegatively connected at A), B and C might representalternative employees for a single job controlled by
employer A, or countries that are alternative
suppliersof a naturalresourceneededby country A.
Actors in structurallyidenticallocations in a
networkare said to occupy the same position.
Structurallyidenticallocationsprovideequivalent access to alternativerelations of equivalentvalue,i.e., relationsof dependenceareequal
(Cook and Emerson 1978).
Withinthis generalframework,this analysis
is based on certain assumptionsabout the nature and conditions of social exchange: (1)
Exchange behavior is choice behavior. The
structureof exchange relationsprovidesactors
with a set of opportunitiesto choose among
alternativeexchangerelationsand,withinthose
relations, alternative behaviors that produce
specific value for a partner(e.g., going to a
movie the other wants to see, critiquing a
colleague's paper,voting for a political candidate). (2) Actors choose exchange partnersand
behaviorson the basis of the rewardsand costs
thatthese choices have producedin the past or
can be expected to produce in the future. Actors behave in ways that tend to maximize
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rewardsand minimize costs. (3) Actors initiate
exchanges without formal negotiations and
withoutexplicit agreementsof whether,when,
or to what degree others will reciprocate.(4)
As a consequence of (3), exchange relations
develop as extended sequences of interactions
in which the "returns"for one's investmentare
uncertain, and the distribution of exchange
outcomes is determinedover time ratherthan
on discretetransactions.
Some of these conditions differ from those
used in analyses of exchange as bargaining
transactions,in which actors formally negotiate tradesand agree upon the division of joint
profit (e.g., Cook and Emerson 1978;
Markovsky, Willer, and Patton 1988). While
some social exchange relations exhibit these
characteristics,many others do not. Consider,
for example, the exchange relationsthatmight
develop between work associates, spouses, or
political cronies. During their extended interaction, the actorsmay performmany behaviors
that benefit one another - they support
another's political position, they cook the
other's favorite dinner, they attend a committee meeting in the other's place. They do not
negotiate a deal, but they expect some reciprocity. Because the exchange relationinvolves
many such actionsby bothparties,it is difficult
to identify a discrete "transaction"in which A
gives x and B gives y. Instead, over time the
distributionof these behaviorsdetermineswho
is contributingmore to the relation.
These conditions of exchange are closer to
those of the early exchange theorists such as
Homans (1974), Blau (1964), Thibaut and
Kelley (1959), andEmerson(1972) in his original formulation.While previous studies conducted underboth sets of exchange conditions
have supported the basic predictions of
Emerson's theory of power/dependencerelations [e.g., Cook and Emerson(1978) for bargaining exchanges, and Burgess and Nielsen
(1974) andMolm (1981) for choice exchanges],
one shouldnotassumethatthehypothesestested
in thispapergeneralizeto otherconditionswithout empiricaltest. Thus, my four assumptions
constitutethe scope conditionsfor the theoretical predictions.
CONCEPTSOF POWER:STRUCTURE,
ACTION, AND OUTCOMES
Emerson (1972) distinguishes between power
as a structuralattributeof exchangerelationsor
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networksandpower use as a behavioralattribute of actors.I furtherdistinguishbetween two
aspects of power use: strategic action, which is

the dynamicprocess of using structuralpower,
andthe exchangeoutcomesof poweruse, which
are the resultingfrequency and distributionof
exchange.
StructuralPower
Structuralpower is the potentialpower created
by the relationsof dependenceamong actorsin
exchange networks. It encompasses several
specific dimensions,definedbelow. All of these
definitions are derived from the basic insight
that A's power over B is equal to B's dependence on A. In turn, B's dependence on A is a
functionof access to alternativeexchange relations and the value of those alternativerela-tions. I combine these two variables,available
alternativesand theirvalue, to producea quantifiable definition of dependence that allows
measurementat the ratiolevel: B's dependence
on A, and A's power over B, is equal to the
value that B can receive from A's behavior,
divided by the total value that B can receive
from all of B's potential partnersin the network. Thus, if B can exchange only with A, B
is completely dependenton A; if B has other
potentialexchange partners,B's dependenceis
a function of the relative control over benefits
exercised by B's alternativeexchange partners.
Two centraldimensions of structuralpower
in the A-B relation,power imbalance and average power, are derived from the power/dependenciesof the individualactors:2Thepower
imbalance of the relation is the difference between the actors' power/dependencies.If B is
more dependenton A than A is on B, then the
less dependentandmore powerfulactor,A, has
a power advantagein the relation.The greater
the asymmetryin power, the greaterthe imbalance. The average power in the relationis the
averageof the two actors'power/dependencies.
Whereas power imbalance is a measure of
the relative power of actors in the relation,
average power is a measure of the absolute
strength of their mutual power over one another.3Even in a balanced relation, power is
2LawlerandBacharach(1987) referto these same
two dimensions as relativepower and total power.
3Emerson (1972) proposes that average power is
a measureof the cohesion in the relation.Although
this point is debatable(cohesion may be affected by
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fully operative,and variationsin the strength
of this power can affect behavioralexchange.
These two dimensionscan vary independently
i.e., two relations can have the same level of
imbalancebut be high or low on the absolute
strengthof power. Together, the two dimensions completely define the amountand distributionof structuralpower in an exchangerelation.
A thirddimensionof structuralpower is its
base. Traditionally,social exchange theories
have been restrictedto power based on control
over rewards.Aversive actions ("positivepunishment"in behavioralterms)have been omitted fromtheirscope, and the only costs considered have been opportunitycosts. I have recently argued that control over punishments,
the "coercive" power classically studied by
sociologists (e.g., Bierstedt 1950), is also a
source of dependenceand can be studied productively within the same theoretical framework (Molm 1988, 1989). If A's behaviorproduces consequencesfor B that are either positive or negative in value, then B is dependent
on A for the qualityof outcomesB experiences
and A has power over B. In most power relations, actors control a range of rewards and
punishments for each other. For example,
employerscan hire or fire, promoteor demote,
praise or criticize their employees. Family
membersandnationssimilarlycontrol,anduse,
a range of rewards and punishmentsin their
interactionwith one another.
Theoretically,an actor'scontrolover rewards
andpunishmentsfor anotherconstitutesa single
variable, consisting of the range of consequences

-

from positive to negative

-

that

one actor's behaviorcan produce for another.
This rangemight vary,for example, from +5 to
0 if an actorcontrolsonly rewards,but from +5
to -5 if an actorcontrolsbothrewardsand punishments. Reward and punishmentpower are
analyzedhere as separatebases ratherthanas a
single continuumbecause extensive empirical
evidence suggests that equivalent gains and
losses do not have equivalenteffects on judgments or behavior(see KahnemanandTversky
1979, Gray and Tallman 1987, and previous
studies in this researchprogramsuch as Molm
1988, 1989).
relational dimensions other than average power,
includingpower imbalance),the importanceof this
dimensionof relationalpower remains.

StrategicAction
Structuralpowerprovidesactorswith the means
to influence the outcomes of exchange. How
thatpower is exercised dependson its strategic
use. By selectively giving or withholding rewards or punishmentsfor exchange partners,
contingenton the other's priorbehavior,actors
can use their structuralpower to alter the frequency and distributionof exchange outcomes
in the relation.This is a straightforwardnotion
that has its roots in the behavioral bases of
exchangetheories.But wherebehavioralanalyses traditionallyexamine the impact of scheduled contingenciesof reinforcementor punishment on behavior,taking those schedules as a
given, the analysisof social interactionrequires
a differentset of questions:How do actorsuse
theirpower resourcescontingentlyto influence
each others' behavior?How does the structure
of relationships affect this strategic use of
power? And how do power strategies affect
exchange outcomes? By examining both the
determinantsand effects of contingent action,
this approachcombines the rationalchoice and
behavioral perspectives that characterizeexchange theories.
Power strategies may take many forms. In
this analysis, strategyrefers to the contingent
use of power resources(rewardingand punishing behaviors),i.e., power strategies areconditional relations between sequential behaviors
of two actors, in which the probabilityof one
actor's behavior is contingent upon the other
actor's priorbehavior.
Strategies specify the conditional relations
between specific behaviors,by specific actors,
at specific time lags. For example, one might
specify the conditional relation between A's
punishmentof B at time t andB's nonexchange
with A at time t- 1. Reciprocal strategies are
conditional relations between functionally
equivalentbehaviorsof actors,e.g., the contingency of one actor'srewardingbehavioron another actor's priorrewardingbehavior.Nonreciprocal strategies are conditional relations
betweennonequivalentbehaviorsof actors,e.g.,
the contingency of rewards on prior punishment.
Strategies also vary on dimensions parallel
to those defined for structure.First, they vary
by the base of the contingent behavior, i.e.,
whether it is rewardsor punishmentsthat are
contingent on another's prior behavior. Second,measuresof the averagestrengthandasym-
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metryof specific strategiesused by both actors is less clear. The classical theories of social
in a relationship can be computed from the exchange (Thibautand Kelley 1959; Hlomans
measuresfor the individualactors.
1974; Blau 1964) view action as mediatingthe
relation between structureand outcomes. For
example, Thibautand Kelley (1959) explicitly
Exchange Outcomes
propose that "fate control" (structuralpower)
The outcomes of power referto the amountand can be convertedto "behaviorcontrol"if actors
distributionof behavioral exchange over the make their valued resources conditional on
course of extended interaction.Exchange may others'behavior.Considertwo co-workerswho
be rewardingor punishing, it may be high or hold rewardpower over one another (A conlow in value or frequency, and it may be dis- trols valued information about the company
tributedsymmetricallyor asymmetricallybe- bureaucracy;B has greatertechnicalexpertise).
tween the actors in a relation. These distinc- Let's say power imbalanceis tippedin favor of
tions describefour power outcomes thatcorre- B. This proposition suggests that B's power
spond to the dimensions of structuralpower: advantagewill give B an advantagein the exthe average reward exchange in the relation, change (relatively more informationin return
the asymmetryof rewardexchange in the rela- for relatively less experthelp) only if B makes
tion, the averagepunishmentexchange, andthe expert help contingent on information, withasymmetry of punishment exchange. Like holding help until informationis forthcoming.
power strategies, the outcomes of power are
This is a straightforwardbehavioralpredicbehavioral measures, but they are summaries tion, i.e., to the extent that one's control over
of the frequenciesof exchange over time rather another's rewards and punishments is used
than measures of the conditionalrelations be- contingentlyto rewarddesirablebehaviorsand
tween sequentialbehaviors.
punishundesirablebehaviors,structuralpower
Within the framework of social exchange should be more effective. However, Thibaut
theory, it is these outcomes that actors try to and Kelley do not propose a direct functional
change to theiradvantage.I examine how both relation between structuralpower and its use.
structuralpower and the strategic use of that A structuralpower advantagedoes not, in and
poweraffectactors'abilitiesto do so. The asym- of itself, cause an actorto make the rewardsor
metry of reward exchange is the traditional punishments they control contingent on the
measureof the outcomeof power use in power/ other's behavior. In the above example, B's
dependence relations;it measures the relative power advantage does not cause B to make
benefits that actors receive from the relation. experthelp contingenton informationfrom A.
Less attention has been paid to the average But if B uses power strategically,B's greater
exchangein the relation,butactorsbenefitfrom structuralpower will enhancethe effectiveness
the absolute amount of rewardexchange (and of that strategy.
sufferfrom the absoluteamountof punishment
Emerson's (1972) subsequentdevelopment
exchange) as well as from a favorabledistribu- of power/dependence relations in social extion of exchange.4
change does not include strategic action as a
separatecausal link. Both Emerson's theoretical
statements, in particularhis well-known
PREDICTINGRELATIONSAMONG
"tohave a power advantageis to use it"
phrase,
STRUCTURE,ACTION,AND OUTCOMES
(1972, p. 67), and subsequentempirical work
Power/dependence theory distinguishes be- (Cook and Emerson 1978; Cook et al. 1983)
tween structuralpower and the outcomes of suggest a direct functional relation between
power use and posits a causal relationbetween structuralpower and power outcomes as long
the two. Therole of strategicactionin thismodel as (1) nonstructuralconstraintson power use
areabsent,and(2) actorsbehaverationally(i.e.,
they
try to maximize their benefits).
4 Outcomes
of powerusemayalsobe subjective,
Under
some conditions,it may be reasonable
i.e., actorsmaybe relativelysatisfiedordissatisfied
withtheirobjectiveoutcomesfromtherelation.Ac- to assumethatstrategiesof actorsarerelatively
tors' subjectiveratingsof theirrelationsaremeas- unimportant.They are most likely to affect
uredin theseexperiments
andanalysesof theeffects outcomes under the scope conditions of the
of structureand strategyon theseoutcomesare in present theory, in which actors make choices
progress.
without knowing the terms or timing of the
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Structural
power

a

3

b

Exchange
outcomes

c

Strategicaction
Figure1. Modelof PotentialRelationsAmongStructure,
Action,andOutcomes

other's reciprocity.Under such conditions of
uncertainty,actors are more likely to use behavioralinfluenceto affectexchangeoutcomes.
The results of many studies suggest that structural power does not completely determine
power outcomes. When rewardpower is imbalanced,the asymmetryof exchangeoftenfalls
below the maximumlevel predicted,andsometimes structuralpower is not used at all. The
relationbetween punishmentpower and power
outcomes is particularlyweak. Punishmentis
rarely used, and a punishmentpower advantage is effective only under particularconditions (Molm 1988, 1989). Michaels and Wiggins (1976) have suggestedthatstructuralpower
determines the range of values within which
the distributionof exchange must fall (what
they called the "profitlatitude,"i.e., the range
of exchangeratiosthataremutuallyprofitable),
but not the specific location within this range.
Similarly, Bacharachand Lawler (1981) have
arguedthatstrategicactionnot only intervenes
between structuralpower and outcomes, but
can alter the power relationship.Recent simulation experimentsby Markovsky(1987) show
thatpower outcomescan be determinedjointly
by the strategies of individual actors and the
structureof the relations among them. These
analyses suggest that action not only mediates
the effects of structure,but affects outcomes
independentlyof structure.
In summary,previous work suggests three
potential causal relations among structural
power,strategicaction,andexchangeoutcomes,
shown in Figure 1 and statedhere as the three
centralhypotheses of this study:
(1) Structural
powerhas directeffects on exchangeoutcomes(patha in Figure1).
(2) Structural
poweraffectsexchangeoutcomes
indirectly,throughstrategicaction(pathb-c in

Figure 1).
(3) Strategic action affects exchange outcomes
directly, independentof structure(path c, independentof b in Figure 1).

Let us consider in more detail how different
dimensions of power must be related to one
another to produce these effects. The central
predictionof power/dependencetheory,thatimbalance in structuralpower producesasymmetry in exchange outcomes, is supported in
numerous studies (e.g., Burgess and Nielsen
1974; Cook and Emerson 1978; Cook et al.
1983; Molm 1981). In parallelfashion, Emerson (1972) predicts the average frequency of
exchange in a relation will increase with the
averagepower/dependenciesof the actors,and
Michaels and Wiggins (1976) find that it does.
If these effects occur indirectly,throughstrategic action, then specific corollariesto hypothesis 2 obtain:
(2.1) Reciprocalstrategiesincrease,and nonreciprocal strategies decrease, with average structuralpower of the same base.
(2.2) Nonreciprocal strategies increase, and
reciprocal strategies decrease, with structural
power imbalanceof the same base. Both reciprocal and nonreciprocal strategies become more
asymmetrical, favoring the power-advantaged
actor.

If reward and punishment strategies affect
exchangebehaviorin accordwith basic behavioral principles (i.e., rewards increase, and
punishmentsdecrease,the frequencyof behaviors on which they are contingent), then anothercorollaryfollows:
(2.3) The average frequency of exchange increases with the average frequencyof reciprocal
strategiesof the same base, and the asymmetryof
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exchangeincreaseswith the averagefrequencyof
nonreciprocalstrategiesof the same base andwith
asymmetryin both reciprocaland nonreciprocal
strategies.

If these threecorollariesaresupported,power
strategies should mediate the traditionalrelations between power imbalanceand exchange
asymmetry, and between average power and
average exchange. For reward-basedpower,
greateraveragerewardpower will increasethe
reciprocity of rewards, which in turn will increase the average frequency of reward exchange. Rewardpower imbalancewill lead to
asymmetrical reward exchange through the
mediatingeffects of nonreciprocalstrategiesof
reward and nonexchange:the more powerful
actorwill reciprocate(i.e., reinforce)the other's
rewards only intermittently,whereas the less
powerful actorwill maintainthis patternby rewardingthe other's nonexchange.For punishment-basedpower,greateraveragepunishment
power will increase the reciprocityof punishment, which in turn will increase the average
frequencyof punishmentexchange.Punishment
power imbalanceshould lead to asymmetryin
both punishment exchange and reward exchange,throughthe mediatingeffects of asymmetries in both reciprocal and nonreciprocal
punishmentstrategies:the morepowerfulactor
should be more likely to punish the other's
nonexchangeas well as the other'spunishment.
This strategyin turnshoulddecreasethe occurrence of those behaviorsand increase the frequency of the other's rewardexchange.
To the extent thatthe relationsamong structure, action, and outcomes deviate from these
predictions, the indirect effects of structural
power will be weaker. If strategic action affects exchange outcomes independently of
structuralpower, we should find supportfor
corollary2.3, but not for corollaries2.1 or 2.2.
Thus, corollary 2.3 is also a corollary to hypothesis 3.
Variationsby Base of Power
The relative strengths of the causal relations
proposed in hypotheses 1-3 are likely to vary
forreward-andpunishment-based
power.Structuralpower is expected to have weaker direct
and indirect effects on punishmentexchange
thanon rewardexchange. This is suggestedby
a variety of theoretical perspectives. Several
theorists(e.g., Blau 1964; Eckhoff 1974) argue
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that nonstructuralvariables, such as norms of
justice, constrainthe use of punishmentpower
more than rewardpower. When used, punishment is more likely to provoke retaliation,eitherby reciprocalpunishment(e.g., Lawlerand
Bacharach1987) orby withdrawalof the other's
valued reward exchange. In addition, recent
analyses of individual choice and decisionmaking (Kahnemanand Tversky 1979; Gray
and Tallman 1987) find that potential losses
have strongereffects on behavioralchoices than
potential gains. In exchange relations of bilateralpower, this tendencyhas two implications:
First, if actors fear the other's retaliation of
punishmentmore thanthey value the rewardsit
might bring, they will be less likely to use a
punishmentpower advantage.Thus, the effects
of structuralpower on the frequencyof punishment will be weaker than the effects of structural power on the frequency of reward exchange. Second, punishment strategies when
enacted should have stronger effects on exchange outcomes thanrewardstrategies.
The two bases of power also provide different structuralincentives to use a power advantage. Structuralpower imbalance can directly
induce the use of rewardpower, withoutintervening strategies, but not the use of punishment power (Molm 1989). The reason lies in
the differenteffects of alternatives.Regardless
of awareness of power or intent to influence,
imbalancedrewardpower will lead to reduced
exchange by the more powerful actor simply
because that actor has more valuable alternatives. The alternativesprovide the structural
incentive to withhold rewardsfrom the more
dependentactor.Rewardexchangecan be withheld intentionally and contingently, to influence the other's behavior, but it need not be.
Rewardpower imbalancecan directlyproduce
rewardexchange asymmetrywithoutintervening power strategies.
In contrast,the average strengthand imbalance of punishmentpower affect actors' relative capacities to inflict harm on one another,
comparedto other actors in the network; but
alternativesources of punishmentprovide no
incentive to use thatpower. The mere potential
for punishmentcan have direct effects on rewardexchange(fearof punishmentcan increase
the other's reward exchange, even if punishment is not used), but it is unlikely to affect
punishmentexchangedirectly.As severaltheorists have pointed out, the use of punishment
power must be an intentional response to
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another's behavior (Miller and Vidmar 1981;
Eckhoff 1974). It can be affected indirectlyby
structuralconditions that affect the partner's
behavior,but directeffects are unlikely.
This analysis suggests three additional hypotheses that are modifications, rather than
corollaries,of hypotheses 1 through3, and are
thereforelabeled differently:
(1A) Structural
power directlyaffects reward
outcomesbutnotpunishment
outcomes.
(2A) Structural
powerhas weakerindirecteffects on punishmentoutcomesthanon reward
outcomes.
(3A) Punishment
strategies
havestronger
effects
on rewardandpunishment
outcomesthanreward
strategies.

SA 1

------------------A

SA2

Figure2. The ExchangeNetworksin the Experiments

METHOD
The dataare takenfrom a series of five experiments on rewardand punishmentpower. The
experimentsused identicalprocedures,subject
pools, and conceptual and operationaldefinitions of the variables.
The ExchangeSetting
The exchange setting in the experiments is
consistent with the conditions of exchange
specified earlier.On a series of exchange opportunities, actors choose between different
behaviorswith consequencesof fixed value for
otheractorsin theirexchangenetwork,without
explicit agreementsof whetheror when others
will reciprocate.To simplify the analysis, behavioralchoices towardanotheractor are limited to (1) producinga rewardof fixed value
for the other, (2) producing a punishmentof
fixed value for the other, and (3) not acting
toward the other (i.e., choosing to reward or
punisha differentpartner).The costs to the actor
of performingan action with consequencesfor
anotherare limited to opportunitycosts.
The exchange networks structuredifferent
relationsbetweenactorson dimensionsof structuralpower. They provide subjects with varying degrees of dependenceon one anotherfor a
valued benefit - money (subjectswere undergraduatestudents,recruitedon the basis of their
desire to earnmoney). Power/dependencerelations were manipulatedby varyingthe amount
of money subjects could add to each other's
earnings(rewardpower) or subtractfrom each
other's earnings (punishmentpower) on each

of a series of exchange opportunities.
All networkswere presentedto the subjects
as consisting of four actors, connected to one
anotheras shown in Figure 2. In fact, only actors A and B were real subjects;the other two
positions were played by computersimulated
actors(SA's). Each real subjectin the network
was negatively connectedto the otherreal subject and to one of the simulatedactors, giving
each subject a mutually exclusive choice between two partnerson each exchange opportunity. Thus, the numberof alternativepartners
was held constant. Structuralpower was manipulatedby varying the value of exchange in
the alternativerelations.
Subjects interactedwith each other through
remote video terminalsconnected to a central
microcomputer.A preliminarymatchinggame
with the computer provided subjects with a
"bankaccount"of money that could be added
to or subtracted from during the exchange.
Following this game, subjectsexchanged with
each otherfor 250 exchange opportunities.On
each opportunity,subjects made two choices:
(1) which of theirtwo interactionpartnersthey
wished to act toward,and (2) which actionthey
wished to make, adding or subtractinga fixed
numberof points to or from the other's earnings (one point equaled one cent). Neither action affected the actor's own points. Subjects
made their choices simultaneously, without
knowledge of their potential partners' intentions. They were informed of their partners'
choices at the end of each exchange opportunity. Subjects could potentially gain (or lose)
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points from both of their partners'actions on
the same exchange opportunity;it is thatpossibility thatmakes an asymmetricalexchange of
rewardsbeneficial to the actor who exchanges
less. Because that actor uses fewer opportunities to act towardhis or her partnerfor a given
level of returns,he or she has more chances to
enterinto the alternativeexchangerelationthat
can provide additionalrewards.

nipulated, so that power favored either actor A
or actor B. For this analysis, the actual ratio
values of average power and power imbalance
are used; they range from 0 to .8.
The variables are operationally defined as
follows:

TheManipulationof StructuralPower
Subjects were randomly assigned to different
conditions of structuralpower and to the A or
B positionof the relation.Dimensions of structuralpower - averagerewardpower, average
punishmentpower, reward power imbalance,
and punishment power imbalance - were
manipulated by systematically varying the
numberof points that subjectscould add to or
subtractfrom each other's earnings. Subjects
were fully informedaboutthe point values that
they and their two partnerscould exchange.
The operationaldefinitionsof dimensionsof
structuralpower correspondto the conceptual
definitions stated earlier:A's reward or punishmentpower over B is equal to the total reward or punishmentunits (i.e., points) that B
can receive from A's behavior,divided by the
total points thatB can receive from both of B's
potentialpartnersin theexchangenetwork.Each
subject could gain a total of 10 points if both
partnersadded to his or her points on an exchange opportunity,or lose a total of 10 points
if bothpartnerssubtractedfromhis or herpoints.
If, for example, A could receive 8 cents from B
and 2 cents from SA1on each exchange opportunity, then A's rewarddependenceon B (and
B 's rewardpowerover A) was equalto 8/(8+2),
or .8, and A's rewarddependenceon SA1 was
.2. Punishmentpower was calculatedin a comparableway, with power defined by the number of points thatone actorcould subtractfrom
another.
The manipulatedvalues of structuralpower
in the relationare derivedfrom these values of
individualpower. Each of the five experiments
variedtwo or more of the dimensions of structuralpower while holding the others constant.
When imbalanced, reward power always favored actorA. Punishmentpower also favored
actor A when it was the sole source of structural imbalance. When both reward and punishmentpower were imbalanced,the direction
of punishmentpower imbalancewas also ma-

Average rewardpower =
[(A's rewardpower over B) +
(B's rewardpower over A)]/2
Average punishmentpower =
[(A's punishmentpower over B) +
(B's punishmentpower over A)]/2
Rewardpower imbalance=
(A's rewardpower over B) (B's rewardpower over A)
Punishmentpower imbalancefavoring A =
(A's punishmentpower over B) (B's punishmentpower over A)
when punishmentpower imbalancefavors A;
otherwise0.
Punishmentpower imbalancefavoring B =
(B's punishmentpower over A) (A's punishmentpower over B)
when punishmentpower imbalancefavors B;
otherwise0.
Table 1 shows the values of these five variables in the 29 conditions of the five experiments.5
The structural relations of the simulated actors to their partners and the probabilities of
their programmed behavior were identical in
all conditions. For analytical purposes, they
could be treated as experimental controls. In all
conditions, the power relations between each
subject and the SA were balanced. The simulated actors' behavioral choices were contingent on the prior choices of the real subjects
with whom they were paired; in general, they
responded in a tit-for-tat fashion, but at probabilities less than 1.0 to prevent suspicion.
Ten exchange networks were run in each of
the 29 experimental conditions. A total of 580
subjects participated in the five experiments,
with equal numbers of male and female subjects in each condition. Only same-sex networks
were studied. Gender is of no theoretical interS The ranges of values for average rewardpower
and averagepunishmentpower were constrainedby
the manipulationof power imbalance in the same
experiments.Very high or very low levels of average power permit little imbalancein power; consequently,moderatelevels of averagepowerwere used.
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Table 1. Values of ManipulatedStructuralPower Variablesby ExperimentalCondition

Experiment/Condition

Average
Reward
Power

Average
Punishment
Power

Reward
Power
Imbalance

Punishment
Power
Imbalance
FavoringA

Punishment
Power
Imbalance
FavoringB

.6
.6
.6
.6
.6

.6
.6
.6
.6
.6

0
.4
0
.2
.4

0
0
.4
.2
0

0
0
0
0
.4

.6
.6
.6
.6

.9
.3
.9
.3

0
0
.2
.2

0
0
.2
.2

0
0
0
0

.6
.6
.6
.6

.6
.6
.6
.6

0
.4
.4
.4

.8
0
.4
.8

0
.8
0
0

.65
.65
.35
.35
.65
.65
.35
.35

.65
.65
.65
.65
.35
.35
.35
.35

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

0
.5
0
.5
0
.5
0
.5

.5
0
.5
0
.5
0
.5
0

.55
.55
.55
.55
.55
.55
.55
.55

.35
.35
.65
.65
.35
.35
.65
.65

.3
.3
.3
.3
.7
.7
.7
.7

0
.5
0
.5
0
.5
0
.5

.5
0
.5
0
.5
0
.5
0

.56
(.09)

.54
(.17)

.37
(.22)

.24
(.22)

.18
(.25)

Experiment1
Condition 1
Condition2
Condition3
Condition4
Condition5
Experiment2
Condition1
Condition2
Condition3
Condition4
Experiment3
Condition 1
Condition2
Condition3
Condition4
Experiment4
Condition 1
Condition2
Condition3
Condition4
Condition5
Condition6
Condition7
Condition8
Experiment5
Condition 1
Condition2
Condition3
Condition4
Condition5
Condition6
Condition7
Condition8
All Conditions
X
(s.d.)

est in this analysisandwas counterbalancedfor
controlpurposes.
Measures of Strategy

and B. On each exchange opportunity,each
actor could perform one of three behaviors
toward the other - rewarding,punishing, or
not acting(nonexchange).Thus,nine combinations of behaviors by two actors are possible,
andmeasuresof nine separatestrategiesfor each
of the two actorsare computed.6
These measuresof strategywere obtainedby
an innovative techniquefor measuringlagged

For each case, a data set consisting of 250 sequentially orderedbehavior choices made by
each of the two subjects was recorded. To
measurethe conditionalrelations between behaviorsof the two actors,estimatesof how much
6
each actor's behaviorchoice is affected by the
The nine behaviorcombinationsfor the A-B reother actor's prior behavior choice are com- lation, representingone actor's behavior at time t
puted across all 250 exchange opportunitities and the other actor's behavior at time t+1, are: refor specific combinations of behaviors by A warding-rewarding,punishing-rewarding,nonex-
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dependenciesin sequentialcategoricaldata on
dyadic interaction suggested by Allison and
Liker(1982). The estimatedlogistic coefficient
for the lagged dependence of one actor's behavior on the other's provides the desired index of the contingencyof thatactor's behavior
on the other's behavior.Ratherthan the usual
use of regressionanalysis to test hypotheses, it
is used here to produce measures of strategy
which serve as variables in subsequentanalyses.7
A series of logistic regressions was calculated for each A-B dyad. One set regressedA's
behaviori at time t on B's behaviorj at time t1. A second set regressedB's behavior] at time
t on A's behavior i at time t-1, where i andj
index the three categories of behavior. These
categorieswere transformedinto indicatorvariables for the analysis, with the category of interest coded 1 and the remainingtwo categories coded 0. Eachregressioncontrolledfor the
dependentvariableactor'sown behaviorat time
t- 1. The regressionscomputedthe relationsfor
up to 5 lags, butthe effect of one actor'sbehavior on another'swas rarelysignificantfor more
than one lag. Therefore,the analyses reported
here are restrictedto the lag 1 results.8
The estimated logistic coefficient for each
regressionis the naturallogarithmof the odds
ratio andhas a rangeof ?oo. It is zero when the
two actors'behaviorsarestatisticallyindependent. A positive coefficient indicatesthata prior
behaviorby one actor increases the likelihood
of a subsequentbehaviorby the other actor;a
negativecoefficientindicatesa decreasein likelihood.9For some of the analyses, particularly
those involving punishment, the coefficient
estimates are based on too few observationsto

be reliable.To give greaterweight in the analysis to the more reliable estimates, the logistic
coefficients are divided by their standarderrors.
These regressionsproducenine measuresof
strategyfor each actorin the A-B relation.Two
relationalmeasureswere createdfrom each set
of measuresfor the individualactors:average
strategy strength, computed by averaging the
individual measures of strength for the two
actors, and strategy asymmetry,computed by
subtractingthe measure of the contingency of
A's behavioron B's behaviorfrom thatof B's
behavior on A's behavior. Greater strategy
asymmetryindicates that B (the actor who is
disadvantagedin all rewardpower imbalanced
relations) is more responsive to A's behavior
thanthe reverse.
The mean strategyvalues shown in Table 2
indicate that actors tend to reciprocatethe behaviorof the otheractoron the previoustrial,a
tendencythatobviously will lead to symmetrical exchange. Thus, to produce the predicted
outcome of imbalanced structuralpower asymmetricalbehavioralexchange - reciprocal strategiesmust decrease and nonreciprocal
strategiesincrease.

logit [Pr(At= IIBt1 At 1]= 60 + B At- + B2Bt-B
9AllisonandLiker(1982)recommend
usingthe
coefficientof a logisticanalysisas anindexof contingencyprimarilybecauseit is insensitiveto the

of marginaltotals.Thus,the variation
distribution
acrossdyadsandacrossbehavioral
categoriesin the
will notaffectthemeasures
numberof observations
betweenbehaviors.
of contingencies

Measures of Exchange Outcomes

Because actors in the experiments exchange
resources of fixed value without negotiated
agreements,exchange outcomes are measured
by the frequency ratherthan the value of exchange. As Thibaut and Kelley (1959) point
out, a more powerful actor is expected to receive more frequently the benefits he or she
most values from the other, but these values
will not necessarily be higher in an absolute
punishing- sense.
change-rewarding,
rewarding-punishing,
rewarding-non- The frequency of each actor's rewardingor
punishing,
nonexchange-punishing,
nonexchange- punishing behavior toward the other is measexchange,punishing-nonexchange,
nonexchange.
uredas a proportionof the total (250) exchange
assumes
7Ordinarily,theuseof logisticregression
=
In thiscase,the opportunities;e.g., A's rewarding (frequency
independence
amongobservations.
Measures
of the avto
of
A's
rewards
B)/250.
is not a
lackof independence
amongobservations
the
in
and
frequency
asymmetry
erage
frequency
problembecausethe objectiveis to measurethe
of reward and punishment exchange are debetweenobservations.
degreeof dependence
of A's behaviori attimet, given rived from these measures:
8Theprobability
B's behaviorj at time t-1 andcontrollingfor A's
Averagerewardexchange=
ownbehaviorat timet-1, is estimatedby B2 in the
+ (B's rewarding)]/2
[(A'srewarding)
followinglogisticequation:
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Averagepunishmentexchange =
[(A's punishing)+ (B's punishing)]/2
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Table 2. MeansandStandardDeviationsforPowerStrategies (N = 290)

Rewardexchange asymmetry=
(B's rewarding)- (A's rewarding)
Punishmentexchange asymmetry=
(A's punishment)- (B's punishment)

In all conditions,positive values of exchange
asymmetryindicate that asymmetryfavors A,
the actorwith greaterrewardpower in all conditions with imbalancedrewardpower. Average exchange can range from 0 to 1 and exchange asymmetryfrom -I to +1.
Meansand standarddeviationsfor these variables are shown in Table 3. The average frequency of punishment,and hence its asymmetry, arevery low. Because of the relatively low
mean proportionsof several of the outcome
variables,the arcsinetransformations
of all four
are used for the analyses.10
RESULTS
Ordinary least squares regression is used to
examine the effects of structuralpower on exchange outcomes and strategicaction, and the
effects of strategicactionon outcomes.The unit
of analysis is the A-B relation,not the individual; all analyses are based on 290 dyads. Each
of the two levels of power, structureand action, is measuredby a set of variables representingthe dimensionsof base, asymmetry,and
average strength.Theoretically, we are interested in the effects of each set of variableson
the exchange outcomes and the effects of the
individual dimensions of power within those
sets.
Estimatingthe direct and indirect effects of
structuralpower as a set of variables poses
special problems.Sets of variablesdo not lend
themselves to traditionalpathanalyticalprocedures. Instead, the sets of structuraland strategy variables are entered in separatesteps of
hierarchical regression analyses (Cohen and
Cohen 1983). By comparingdifferencesin R2,
the variance explained by structureand strategy is partitionedinto three components: (1)
the variance explained uniquely by structure,
(2) the variance explained uniquely by strategy, and(3) the sharedvariance.Because structuralpower is causally priorto strategicaction,

Strategiesa
RewardStrategies:
RIR

Dyadic

Dyadic

Averageb

Asymmetryc

Mean
(S.D.)

Mean
(S.D.)

3.00
(1.77)
-2.82
(1.68)
-.24
(.88)

1.21
(3.01)
-1.16
(2.89)
-.30
(1.60)

NonexchangeStrategies:
NIR
-2.38
(1.75)
NIN
2.66
(1.64)
NIP
-.35
(.84)

-1.08
(3.05)
1.06
(2.94)
.37
(1.52)

RIN
RIP

PunishmentStrategies:
PIR
PIN
PIP

a

ilj

=

-.58
(.80)
.21
(.86)
1.11
(1.38)

.06
(1.22)
-.01
(1.79)
-.12
(-1.70)

the contingency of behaviori on the prior
occurrenceof behaviorj,
where i andj = R (reward),N (nonexchange),
and P (punishment)by each of the two actors

b
[(A'silj)+(B'silj)]/2
c (B's iV)-(A's ilV)

the shared variance can be attributedto the
indirecteffect of structurethroughaction.Thus,
comparingR2for the effects of structuralpower
with and without strategicaction in the equation providesan estimateof the relativestrength
of the direct and indirecteffects of structure.
StructuralPower and Exchange Outcomes

To assess the overallrelationbetween structure
and outcomes, each of the four exchange outcomes is regressedon the five structuralpower
variables.These resultsare reportedin the columns of Table 4 labeled Model I. A second set
of regressions(labeled Model II) estimatesthe
same effects after first controlling for the full
10 The
formula used for the arcsine transforma- set of 18 strategyvariables."The coefficients

tion of variableX is 2(arcsine SIX)(Cohen and Cohen 1983).

" These analyses were also conducted control-
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for the variables in Model II representthe direct effects of dimensions of structuralpower
as proposed in hypotheses 1 and 1A. Differences between the coefficients in Models I and
II represent the indirect effects of structural
power throughits strategicuse as proposedin
hypotheses 2 and 2A. The direct and indirect
effects of the full set of structuralvariablescan
be estimated,respectively, from the net R2 in
Model II (the variance explained uniquely by
structure),andfrom the differencebetween the
total R2in Model I and the net R2in Model II.
The R2values show thatstructuralpower has
both direct and indirect effects on exchange
outcomes, but as predictedby hypotheses 1A
and 2A, the relative strengthsof these effects
vary with the base of power. In Models I andII,
the variance explained by structuralpower is
much greater for reward exchange outcomes
thanfor punishmentoutcomes, andmore of the
structuralvariableshave significant effects on
rewardexchangethanon punishmentexchange.
As predictedby hypothesis 1A, the net R2values show that structuralpower has direct effects only on rewardexchange. The effects of
structuralpower on punishmentexchange are
reduced virtually to zero once strategies are
controlled. Because the total effects of structure on punishment exchange are so small,
however,the issue of whetherthey aredirector
indirectis less important.
Somewhat unexpectedly, hypothesis 2 is
supportedonly for average reward exchange.
Indirecteffects of structuralpower on the other
threeexchange outcomes are negligible. Thus,
the differenteffects for reward-andpunishment
exchangepredictedby hypothesis 2A are only
partiallyobserved. The direct and indirect effects of structuralpower on average reward
exchange are roughlyequal in magnitude.The
patternof effects for the asymmetryof reward
exchange is quite different, suggesting some
suppression of structuraleffects by strategy
ratherthanmediation.The R2for the structural
variableschanges only slightly when the strategy variablesare added,and some coefficients
increasewhen strategyeffects are controlled.
Turningto the relationsbetween the individual dimensionsof structureand outcomes, the
effects of structuralpower on average reward

Table 3. Means and StandardDeviations for Exchange
Outcomes (N = 290)
Exchange Outcomes
RewardExchange:
Average rewarding
Rewardasymmetry
PunishmentExchange:
Average punishment
Punishmentasymmetry

Mean
(S.D.)

.42
(.18)
.14
(.12)
.04
(.04)
-.01
(.06)

exchange provide strong supportfor the conceptualequivalenceof rewardand punishment
power as sourcesof dependence.As the coefficients in the first two columns of Table4 show,
comparabledimensions of rewardand punishment power affect averagerewardexchange in
the same direction, althoughthe effects of rewardpower are stronger,as expected. Reward
exchange increases with the mutual dependence (averagepower) of actors on one another
for eitherrewardsorpunishments,anddecreases
with the imbalanceof eitherrewardor punishment power that favors actor A. Punishment
power imbalancefavoring B has no effect on
rewardexchange.
The similar effects of structuralrewardand
punishmentpoweron averagerewardexchange
do not extend to the asymmetryof rewardexchange (the next two columns). Rewvardexchange asymmetry,the traditionalmeasure of
power use, is affected only by structuralreward power. The results supportthe classical
prediction that reward exchange asymmetry
increaseswithrewardpowerimbalanceandalso
show that it increases with average reward
power. This latter effect most likely occurs
because averagerewardpower of .5 or greater
is a necessary condition for social exchange
(Michaels and Wiggins 1976). As average
rewardpower decreases, rewardexchange becomes less profitablefor both actorsand eventuallyeven asymmetricalrewardexchange will
cease. Punishmentpower imbalance favoring
actor B tends to counterthe effects of A's reward power advantage,but the effect is weak
and falls shortof significance.'2

ling for only those strategyvariablesthathad statistically significantrelationswith eitherthe structural
12
Punishmentpower imbalancefavoring actor B
powervariablesor theoutcomemeasure.Both analysignificantly reduces A's rewardpower advantage
ses producedthe same results.
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Table 4. UnstandardizedCoefficients for Regressionsof Exchange Outcomeson StructuralPower (N = 290)
RewardExchange

StructuralPower

Average
Model
Model
I
II

Average reward

2.06***

Average punishment

.26**

1.84***
.21

PunishmentExchange

Asymmetry
Model
Model
I
II
.71*
-.04

.80***
-.07

Average
Model
Model
I
II
.23
-.06

.08
-.12**

Asymmetry
Model
Model
I
II
-.18

-.05

.06

-.04

Rewardimbalance

-.70***

-.52***

.72***

.72***

.01

-.22**

-.11

Punishmentimbalance
favoringA

-.22*

-.24**

.03

.02

.18**

.06

-.04

-.09

Punishmentimbalance
favoringB

.03

-.12

-.04

.26***

.07

-.11

-.09

4.22***

-.03

-.02

2.19

3.57**

1.31

Total R2

.51

.58

.31

.45

.07

.68

.06

.35

Net R2

----

.29

----

.26

----

.01

----

.02

F/F change

*p< .05

58.25*** 36.61*** 25.27*** 25.07***

*p < .01

**p < .001

Note: Model I - withoutcontrols;Model II - with controls for all 18 strategyvariables.For Model I, the F-ratiosare
displayed;for Model II, the changes in F-ratioafterenteringthe structuralvariablesare displayed.

Results for punishmentexchange, displayed
in the last four columns of Table 4, show few
effects of any structuralvariables. Average
punishment exchange increases with punishment power imbalance favoring either actor,
and the asymmetry of punishment exchange
decreases with rewardpower imbalance.This
lattereffect indicatesthat it is the actor who is
disadvantagedon rewardpower who punishes
more. When strategiesare enteredin the equations before the structural power variables
(Model II), however, the change in F-ratiofor
the structuralvariablesis not significant.
Theseresultssupportthe classicalpredictions
of power/dependencetheory for the relations
betweendimensionsof structuralrewardpower
andrewardexchangeoutcomes.They also show
that structuralpunishmentpower has similar
butweakereffects on averagerewardexchange,
but fails to affect the asymmetry of reward
exchange significantly. The analysis of structuraleffects begins to explainhow these effects
occur: structuralpower affects averagereward
exchange both directly and indirectlythrough
strategic action, but the effects of structural
reward power on the asymmetry of reward
exchange are almost entirely direct. As preunder specific conditions of average rewardpower
and averagepunishmentpower (Molm 1989). These
interactionswere not examinedin this analysis.

dicted, structuralpunishmentpower has no direct effects on punishmentoutcomes, and few
indirect effects. To understandwhy the intervening effects of strategy are so limited, we
examine the relationsbetween structureand its
strategic use and between strategies and outcomes.
StructuralPower and StrategicAction
Table5 summarizesthe regressionsof the strategy measures on the dimensions of structural
power. Only rewardand punishmentstrategies
are includedin the table. The contingentuse of
nonexchange is omitted because it is neither
conceptuallynor empiricallyindependentfrom
the other two categories. Potentially,it constitutes the withholdingof both rewardsand punishments;empirically,it functionsprimarilyas
reward withholding. The results for nonexchange strategies(not shown here) are almost
identicalto those for rewardstrategies,but with
opposite signs.
Each set of threestrategiesis examinedas an
interdependentgroup. Each set representsthe
contingency of a single behavior on the three
categories of prior behaviors, e.g., RIR, RIN,
and RIPrepresentthe contingency of rewarding on rewarding, on nonexchange, and on
punishment,respectively.These contingencies
are not independent.For example, if the likeli-
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Table 5. UnstandardizedCoefficients for Regressionsof Power Strategieson StructuralPower (N = 290)
RewardStrategies
StructuralPower

RIR

Average
RIN

Average reward

1.11

-.88

-1.32*

1.33

-2.59

Average punishment

-.09

-.03

.08

.73

.77

-2.03*

1.81***
-.14

.79**
.07

3.10**
-.22

-2.97**
.17

-.75
.31

1.68

-.22

2.25*

2.86*

3.67*

.04

.05

.06

RIP

RIR

Asymmetry
RIN

Rewardimbalance
Punishmentimbalance
favoringA

-2.11*
.26

Punishmentimbalance
favoringB
F

.83

-.51

-.27

3.83**
.06

3.21*
.05

3.96**
.06

R2

-1.13

RIP
1.50

PunishmentStrategies
Average
StructuralPower

PIR

Average reward

-1.59**

PIN
2.50***

PIR

PIN

PIP

.14

-1.09

1.89
- 1.34*

.12
.46

1.40**
-1.21*

-.13
.01

-.76

1.11
1.54*
.03

Average punishment
Rewardimbalance
Punishmentimbalance
favoringA

-.41
.36
-.54*

Punishmentimbalance
favoringB
F

-.79**

.87**

.70

-1.07**

4.13**

6.17***
.10

2.39*
.04

2.58*

3.25**

.04

.05

R2

.07
*p

A0

**p

A.0

***

P

-.35
-.52*
.58*

Asymmetry
PIP

1.50**
-.38
.44

.08
.01
-.15

HA

hood of A's rewardingincreasesafterB 's nonexchange, then it must decrease after one or
both of B's otherbehaviors.
The most striking result is the consistently
weak relationbetween structuralpower and its
strategic use. Although structuralpower significantly affects each group of strategy variables, the low R2values indicatethatit explains
relatively little of the variance. These results
help to explain the findings of the previous
analysis:the effects of structuralpower cannot
be mediatedto any greatextentby a set of variables on which it has little influence.
Although the effects of structuralpower on
strategyare relatively weak, the results generally supportthe predictedpatternof effects for
rewardstrategies.As predictedby hypothesis
2.2, greaterrewardpower imbalancedecreases
the reciprocityof rewards(RIR)and increases
nonreciprocalstrategies,particularlythe contingencyof rewardson nonexchange(RIN).The
opposite signs of these effects for dyadicasymmetryindicate,as predicted,thatthe reciprocity

of rewardsbecomes more asymmetrical,with
the more rewarddependentactorreciprocating
moreas rewardpowerimbalanceincreases.The
effects of average rewardpower on strategies
are much weaker,but in the directionpredicted
by hypothesis2.1: higheraveragerewardpower
increases the average reciprocity of rewards
(RIR)anddecreasesnonreciprocalrewardstrategies (RIN and RIP).The only other effect appears for reward strategy asymmetry: B becomes less likely to follow A's punishmentwith
rewards (RIP) as the strengthof that punishment increases.
In contrast,results for punishmentstrategies
show less supportfor hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2.
Punishmentstrategies are subject to a variety
of determinants, many relatively weak in
strength. Virtually every dimension of structuralpower significantlyaffects at least one of
the component punishment strategies. Unlike
rewardstrategies,which are primarilyaffected
by power imbalanceof the same base, punishment strategiesare affected as much - if not
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more- by the averagepower dependenciesin
the relation,andby the opposite base of power,
rewardpower. Two findings supportthe predicted effects of structureon strategies:(1) as
hypothesis2.1 predicts,the averagereciprocity
of punishment(PIP)increases,and nonreciprocal punishmentstrategiesdecrease, with average punishmentpower, and (2) as hypothesis
2.2 predicts, the average contingency of punishment on the other's nonexchange (PIN) increases with punishment power imbalance.
Contrary to hypothesis 2.1, average reward
power has a strongereffect on averagestrategy
strengththanpunishmentpower,suggestingthat
the tendencyto punishthe other'snonexchange
is affected more by the incentive to punish
provided by high reward dependence than by
the power to punish.
The resultsfor the asymmetryof punishment
strategies show this same pattern,but the effects of rewardpower and punishmentpower
conflict with one another.Again, contraryto
hypothesis 2.2, the strongest predictor is a
dimension of reward power, not punishment
power: rewardpower imbalance is positively
relatedto the asymmetryof PIN,indicatingthat
B, the actor with less rewardpower, is more
likely to punish A's nonexchange as reward
power imbalanceincreases (and A's exchange
decreases). But all dimensions of structural
punishmentpower have a negative effect on
this same variable,including(nonsignificantly)
B's own punishmentpower advantage.
These analyses help explain the previous
results - dimensions of structuralpower are
not translatedinto power strategiesin a one-toone manner.First, the relationsbetween structure and strategy are unexpectedly weak, explaining the limited extent to which strategies
mediate the effects of structuralpower on exchangeoutcomes.Second, structuralpowerhas
the predictedpatternof effects on rewardstrategies, showing efforts by actorsto increasetheir
relative or absolute benefits from the relation
in response to their relative advantageson reward power, but multiple and contradictory
effects on punishmentstrategies.The strongest
inducementsto punishthe other'snonexchange
are not dimensions of punishmentpower, but
strong dependence on the other's reward exchangeandstructuralconditionsthatreducethat
exchange. The effects of reward and punishmentpoweron punishmentstrategiessometimes
work in opposite directions, explaining why
structuralpunishmentpower has weak indirect
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effects on exchange outcomes as well as no
directeffects.
StrategicAction and Exchange Outcomes
Because power strategies are only partially
determinedby structuralpower,I examinetheir
effects on exchange outcomes not only as variables that may mediate the effects of structure
(hypothesis2), but as independentdeterminants
of exchange (hypothesis 3). Somewhat different analyticalapproachesare used to estimate
the effects of the separatestrategydimensions
and the varianceexplainedby the entire set.
The bottom rows of Table 6 show the variance explained by the full set of 18 strategy
variables, before and after controlling for the
effects of structuralpower. Both the totalR2for
the equationsand the net R2for strategicaction
independentof structureare shown. Two results are striking.First, comparisonsof the total R2 in Model I with the net R2 in Model II
show that controllingfor structuralpower substantially reduces the effects of strategies on
averagerewardexchange (the net R2in Model
II is nearzero, andthe F-ratiois not significant)
but has only a small effect on the other exchange outcomes. These results support the
earlierfinding that only the effects of structure
on average reward exchange are mediated to
any extent by the strategicuse of power. They
furthershow, in supportof hypothesis 3, that
strategieshave substantialindependenteffects
on punishmentoutcomes and moderateeffects
on rewardexchangeasymmetry.Strategieshave
a muchstrongereffect on punishmentexchange
than on reward exchange, the reverse of the
effects of structuralpower observedearlier.
A modified approachwas used to examine
the relationsbetween particulardimensions of
strategiesand exchange outcomes. Because of
the high multicollinearityamongthe threevariables in each interdependentstrategy group,
their effects are uninterpretableif all three are
entered in a single regression equation.'3 In
addition,rewardandnonexchangestrategiesare
highly correlatedbecause of the latter'sappar13 The extentof multicollinearity
is indicatedby
regressingeachstrategyvariableon all otherstrategy variables.Forall 18strategyvariables,theaverage R2 is .97; when each strategyvariableis regressedon onlythetwoothervariablesin theintergroup,R2is still as highas .94 whenthe
dependent
antecedentbehaviorof the dependentstrategyis
rewardsornonexchange.
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Table 6. UnstandardizedCoefficients for Regressionsof ExchangeOutcomeson Power Strategies(N = 290)
PunishmentExchange

RewardExchange

Power Strategies

Average
Model
Model
I
II

Asymmetry
Model
Model
II
I

Average
Model
Model
I
II

Asymmetry
Model
Model
II
I

Equation1:
-.02

.04**

.01

Avg (PIR)

-.08**

-.03

.02

.02

Asym (RIR)

-.01

.00

.01*

.00

.00

.00

.05***

.06***

Avg (RIR)

Asym (PIR)

4.96***

F/F change

.98

-.03***

.00

.01

.01

.00

.02

.02

.00

.00

.00

.01

-.01

.00

.07***

.07***

10.76*** 11.40*** 46.26*** 46.80*** 10.57***

9.75***

-. 16***

-.16***

Equation2:
-.03*

Avg (RIN)

-.01

.04***

.01

.14***

.08***

Asym (RIN)

.01

.00

Asym (PIN)

-.02

-.01

-.01

-.02**

F/F change

9.87***

5.03***

6.66***

3.94**

-.13***

-.06*

.05*

.03

Avg (PIN)

.02

.02*

-.02***

-.01

.00

.00

.00

.00

.06***

.06***

-.02

-.02

.00

.00

-.01

-.01*

.00

-.06***

.00
5.48***

4.12*** 15.31*

-.03*

-.03**

-.06***
14.73***

Equation3:
Avg (RIP)
Avg (PIP)

-.02

-.02

.00

.00

Asym (RIP)

-.01

-.01

.00

.00

.01

.00

Asym (PIP)

5.40***

F/F change

1.67

.07***

.07***

-.01

-.01*

.00

-.01

-.03***

-.03***

5.30***

5.36*** 30.26*** 35.10***

-.03

-.02

.00

.00

.00

.00

.01

.01

.80

.65

Full equation- all strategy variables:
Total R2

.29

.58

.20

.45

.67

.68

.33

.35

Net R2

----

.07

----

.15

----

.61

----

.29

*p < .05

*p < .01

**p < .001

Note: Model I - without controls;Model II - with controls for all 5 structuralvariables.For Model I, the F-ratiosare
displayed;for Model II, the changes in F-ratioafterenteringthe strategyvariablesare displayed.

ent function as reward withholding. Consequently, the regression analyses include only
rewardandpunishmentstrategiesas predictors,
andeachequationincludesonly strategiesbased
on a single antecedentbehavior.In the first set
of regressions the antecedent behavior is rewarding(equation 1), in the second set nonexchange (equation2), and in the third set punishment(equation3). Eachof these regressions
was conducted with and without structural
power variablesin the equation(Models II and
I respectively).
The relationspredictedin hypothesis2.3 are
expected to hold if either hypothesis 2 or 3 is
supported.These predictionsare based on the

assumptionthatthe effects of rewardand punishmentstrategiesfollow behavioralprinciples
of reinforcementandpunishment.This assumption appearsvalid for all outcomesexcept average punishmentexchange, and when it holds,
the predictedeffects are observed.
The effects of strategieson average reward
exchange, shown in the first two columns, follow straightforward behavioral principles.
Model I results show that average rewardexchange varies with averagestrategystrengthas
predicted in hypothesis 2.3: mutual reward
exchange increases with the average strength
of reciprocalrewarding(avg RIR)anddecreases
with nonreciprocal rewarding (avg RIN and
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RIP).It also decreases when rewardingbehavior is punished (avg PIR),and increases when
other behaviors are punished (avg PIN). Because these strategiespartiallymediate the effects of structuralpower, the strengthof these
relations is substantiallyreduced when structuralpower is controlled(Model II).
In contrast, the effects of average strategy
strengthon average punishmentexchange appear contraryto behavioralprinciples and do
not supporthypothesis2.3. The contingencyof
punishmenton punishment(avg PIP)or nonexchange(avg PIN)increasesaveragepunishment,
the contingencyof punishmenton rewards(avg
PIR) decreases average punishment, and the
contingency of rewards on punishment (avg
RIP) decreases average punishment.In other
words, responding to punishment with more
punishmentincreases the level of punitive interaction,while respondingto it with rewards
reduces it. These relationsdo not change when
structuralpower is controlled (Model II). Althoughthese findings refutebasic principlesof
reinforcementand punishment,they are consistent with the use of punishmentas an intentional means of influence. If the aim of using
punishmentis to decrease the other's nonrewardingbehaviorsandincreaserewardingones,
then we would expect a decrease in punishment when it inducesrewardssuccessfully, and
an increasein punishmentwhen the other's use
of punishmentcontinues.
The results for both rewardand punishment
exchange asymmetry support the effects of
rewardand punishmentstrategiespredictedin
hypothesis 2.3. The Model I equations show
that nonreciprocalrewardstrategies (avg RIN
and RIP)increaserewardexchange asymmetry
and reciprocalrewarding(avg RIR)decreases
it, but these effects are reducedonce structural
power is controlled(Model II). In contrast,the
effects of punishmentstrategiesare independent of structuralpower.Bothformsof exchange
asymmetry,coded so that higher values favor
A (indicatingrelativelymorerewardsandfewer
punishments),are decreasedwhen B's punishment is more contingenton nonexchangethan
is A's (asym PIN), and increased when B's
punishmentis morecontingenton rewardsthan
is A's (asym PIR).Rewardexchange asymmetry is also reduced when B is more likely than
A to reciprocatepunishment(asym PIP).
The resultsfor all four outcomes supportthe
prediction that punishment strategies have
stronger effects on exchange outcomes than
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reward strategies (hypothesis 3A). After controlling for structuralpower (Model II), substantialeffects of punishmentstrategiesremain;
in contrast, reward strategies have scattered
weak effects. With structure controlled, the
asymmetry of both reward and punishment
exchange is affected primarilyby the asymmetry of punishmentstrategies. As these results
show, an actor can shift the asymmetryof rewardexchange in his or her favor by punishing
the other's negative behavior more than the
other reciprocatesthat punishment,as behavioralprincipleswould predict.Whatis interesting is that these effects, unlike the effects of
rewardstrategies,are independentof structural
power. These findings show that even though
exchangeasymmetryis unaffectedby structural
punishmentpower, it is significantly affected
by how punishmentis used.14
DISCUSSION
I have examinedhow structuralpower and the
strategicuse of power resources are relatedto
one anotherand to exchange outcomes. Three
possible causal relationswere tested: structure
affects exchange directly, independentof action; structure affects exchange indirectly,
throughaction;actionaffectsexchangedirectly,
independentof structure.
The resultsshow thatthe effects of structural
power on reward exchange are primarily direct. The underlyingassumptionof some classical theoriesof social exchange,thatstructural
power affects exchange indirectly throughits
effects on strategic action, receives little support. Strategiespartiallymediate the effects of
structuralpower on the frequency of reward
exchangein the relation,butthe effects of structure on the distributionof that exchange are
entirely direct.
At the same time, however, the results suggest that theories thatneglect the effects of actors within given structural conditions are
incomplete. Both structuralpower and strategic actionhave substantialeffects on exchange
outcomes, but these effects are largely independent of one another.How much power an
actor has, both absolutely and relatively, and
14Analyses not reportedhere also show that the
asymmetryof rewardexchange is unaffectedby the
frequency and distributionof punishment,i.e., it is
only the strategicuse of punishmentpower that affects rewardexchange asymmetry.
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how thatpower is used to respondto another's
behavior are best conceptualized as distinct
determinantsof exchange outcomes.
The weak relationbetween structuralpower
and strategicaction is one of the most surprising findings of the study. Structuralpower is
obviously a prerequisitefor the strategicuse of
thatpower,but variationsin the magnitudeand
asymmetryof structuralpower do not produce
comparable variations in the magnitude and
asymmetryof power strategies.Two explanations for this finding are worthtesting in future
research.First,the effective use of power may
requirenot only the resourcesprovidedby the
networkstructure,but behavioralskills thatare
developed independently of that structure.
Structuralpower, in and of itself, does not ensurethatactorsknow how to make good use of
the opportunitiesit provides or recognize the
constraintsit imposes. Abilities such as information processing, behavior monitoring,and
risk-takingmay be requiredfor effective strategic action.
While variationsin actor skills probablyaccountin partforthe weakrelationbetweenstructure and strategic action, a different explanation is also possible: the assumptionthateffective power users closely match their strategies
to theirstructuralpower may be wrong. Rather
thanmediatingthe effects of structuralpower,
strategic action may instead be used to compensate for the lack of power. Creatingstrong
behavioralcontingenciesis one way thatstructurally weak actors can make their less valuable resourcesmorepotent.Powerfulactors,in
contrast,have less need to use power strategically. The resultsprovidesome supportfor this
explanation:more powerful actors in reward
power-imbalancedrelations increased reward
exchange asymmetryin their favor simply by
reducingtheir own exchange. This action improved the powerful actor's benefits from the
exchange by lowering their costs (i.e., the cost
of reciprocalexchange)ratherthanby increasing the other'sexchange. Influencingthe other
actor's behavior was not necessary for effective power use. On the other hand, the weaker
actors in reward power imbalanced relations
could only improvetheirbenefitsby increasing
the other'sexchange.They were morelikely to
punish the other's nonexchange, and their
greateruse of strategicpunishmentsignificantly
affectedthe distributionof rewardexchange in
the relation,independentof structuralpower.
The second major issue is how the base of
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power affects the relations among structure,
action, and outcomes. As predicted,the effects
of structureand strategicaction on rewardand
punishment exchange vary markedly in
strength.Rewardexchangeis primarilyaffected
by structuralpower,eitherdirectlyor indirectly.
In contrast,structuralpower has almost no effects, direct or indirect, on punishment exchange. The average frequency and distribution of punishmentis affected far more by how
punishmentis used and respondedto in power
strategies than by the structuralpotential for
power.
In addition, the relations between structure
and strategic action vary for the two bases of
power. Strategies are not strong intervening
variablesfor either base, but for differentreasons. For reward-basedpower, the patternof
relationsbetween dimensions of structureand
strategyare precisely those predictedif strategic actionmediatesthe effects of structure,i.e.,
reward strategies vary predictably with the
absoluteandrelative strengthof rewardpower.
They do not mediate structureto any extent
simply because the strengthof these relations
is weak. Reward strategieshave no independent effects on reward exchange, however; to
the small extent that they affect it, they do so
only as interveningvariables.
The patternof relationsfor punishment-based
power is markedlydifferent.Actors' strategic
use of punishmentis influenced more by dimensions of reward power that affect the incentive to use punishmentthanby the absolute
orrelativestrengthof punishmentpower.Moreover, the two bases of structuralpower conflict
in their effects on the dimensions of punishment strategiesthatmost affect the asymmetry
of both punishmentand reward exchange. In
particular,the results show thatan actorwho is
disadvantagedon rewardpower can reducethe
other'srewardexchange advantageby increasing the contingency of his or her punishment
on the other's punishmentand nonexchange.
But ratherthanincreasingthe strengthof these
strategies, dimensions of punishment power
eitherdecreasethem or have no effect on them.
Consequently,the independenteffects of these
strategiesare strongerthanthe effects of structuralpunishmentpower.
None of these findings implies that reward
and punishmentpower are fundamentallydifferent phenomenarequiringdifferenttheories.
On the contrary, this study provides strong
empirical evidence that both bases of power
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are sources of dependencethatincrease attraction to the relation,as measuredby the mutual
frequency of reward exchange. When actors
controlgreaterrewardsor greaterpunishments
for each other,they engage more frequentlyin
mutual exchange. This finding validates the
incorporationof bothbases of power withinthe
power/dependenceframework.It is whenpower
is imbalancedand actors have conflicting interests that the differences between reward
power and punishment power become most
apparent.Actors shift the exchange relationin
their favor by withholdingrewardsor administering punishment,and the different inducements of those two behaviorsproducethe differenteffects of rewardpower and punishment
power.
The independent.effects of strategic action
strongly suggest that further development of
exchange theory requires a more complete
model of the behaviorof actors.The structural
emphasisof Emerson'stheoryof exchangeand
power has been one of its greatest strengths
and the basis for a truly sociological theory of
interpersonalrelations. But in developing exchange theory structurally, building toward
network-levelanalyses, less attentionhas been
paid to theoretical analysis of the behavioral
choices of actors within those networks. The
next challenge is to integrateboth structureand
strategicaction within a more complete theory
of exchange and power.
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